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Abstract
Background: A consensus about the most appropriate diagnostic method(s) for
head and neck human papillomavirus (HPV)-induced carcinogenesis is still lacking
because most of the commercially available assays have been designed for the
cervix.
Methods: This article summarizes current data and trends concerning HPV diag-
nostic strategies in oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC). Six main
approaches are described.
Results: The diagnostic gold standard for HPV-related OPSCC, focusing on E6/E7
mRNA detection, requires fresh samples. Because most frequently available sam-
ples are formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE), the pros and cons of the differ-
ent approaches were analyzed.
Conclusions: In the FFPE samples, the immunohistochemistry of p16, which is
considered appropriate to assess HPV-driven carcinogenesis in OPSCC according
to the 8th American Joint Committee on Cancer TNM classification, may not be
specific enough to become the diagnostic standard in the perspective of treatment
deintensification. p16 may play a safer role in combination with another highly
sensible assay. Other promising approaches are based on DNA detection through
real-time polymerase chain reaction and RNAscope.
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1 | HPV AS A MARKER FOR MOLECULAR
CHARACTERIZATION IN THE HEAD
AND NECK

The first works specifically evaluating molecular markers in
head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs) in a
translational research setting date back at least to the 1970s.1

Translational research was expected to widely impact clini-
cal practice in the context of prevention as “molecular

epidemiology,” diagnosis as “molecular diagnostics,” prog-
nosis assessment and treatment selection as “molecular
characterization,”2 and the synthesis of new drugs as “molec-
ular targeting.” However, after 40 years, the impact of transla-
tional research on the daily clinical practice in head and neck
oncology is de facto limited to a single molecular-targeted
drug approved by the Food and Drug Association (C225).

Currently, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network
(NCCN) guidelines for head and neck cancer do not recom-
mend the use of any molecular marker in routine decision
making.3

The potential reasons for such failure of translational
research in head and neck oncology are many; among them
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are the extreme clinical and molecular heterogeneity of the
diseases, which due to the anatomical proximity and
the common histology (squamous cell carcinoma, SCC) are
often arbitrarily considered as a whole.4–7 One of the main
heterogeneity factors is the primary site and subsite of the
SCC, as lesions arising just a few millimeters apart are very
different under a clinical and molecular point of view (ie,
glottis vs supraglottis, retromolar trigone vs tonsil). There-
fore, HNSCCs are a group of different cancers, each one rel-
atively rare, and this makes it difficult to reach a critical
mass for clinical validation of any molecular marker, given
that the specific mechanisms underlying neoplastic transfor-
mation at individual subsites are largely unknown.

Nevertheless, the scientific evidence that accumulated in
the last 20 years8–12 on the prognostic significance of high-
risk human papillomavirus (hr-HPV) infection in SCCs from
a single site, which is the oropharynx, resulted in this parame-
ter being the only molecular characterization marker included
in the NCCN guidelines. We know that approximately 50%
of oropharyngeal SCC (OPSCC) in Western countries (with
higher rates in the United States and Northern Europe and
lower rates in Southern Europe) are hr-HPV+ and that
HPV+ cases are characterized by a better prognosis, probably
because HPV infection is associated with a lower (half )
mutational rate and harbors a wt-p53, the main actor of radio-
induced apoptosis.13 Thus, HPV infection is considered a
valid characterization marker for OPSCCs, as it is not always
present in malignant cells but is associated with precise biolog-
ical features and a clinical behavior as well as is easily detect-
able on small bioptic or cytological samples.2 The American
Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) recently included HPV-
driven carcinogenesis as a decisive prognostic determinant,
diversifying the TNM classification between HPV-related and
HPV-unrelated OPSCC.14

Still, despite a notable volume of literature hypothesizing
treatment modulation according to HPV status in OPSCC,15

the same NCCN justifies, at present, such an approach only
in clinical trials.3

The main reason for this is that, with a proper, careful
attitude, the NCCN panel waits for the demonstration in
randomized trials that deintensification of treatment in
HPV-positive OPSCC, which is for sure beneficial as far as
functional results are concerned, is also oncologically safe.15

At any rate, we do believe that there is also another fun-
damental concern hampering the safe introduction of most
promising molecular markers, especially for HPV in the
head and neck clinical practice, which is the consensus about
the best diagnostic method(s).

It is important to state that although HPV positivity is some-
times reported in HNSCCs arising outside the oropharynx, a
clear relationship between HPV infection at non-oropharyngeal
sites and distinct clinical features, including responsiveness
to treatments, is not yet established. Therefore, efforts to
standardize protocols for the diagnosis of HPV infection

should, at present, be limited to OPSCC, for which it has a
clear clinical value.16

2 | DETECTION METHODS FOR HPV IN
HNSCC

The detection of HPV in a tumor sample does not mean that
the virus is transcriptionally active or that the cancer is virus
related. However, what is required for a diagnostic method
to be utilized in clinical practice is not to be as sensitive as
to detect a small number of copies of the HPV genome (pos-
sibly coming from a transient/not relevant infection or from
a contamination) but to demonstrate a clinically relevant
number of copies of translationally active viral oncogenes,
which are supposed to have impacted the carcinogenetic pro-
cess, to currently contribute to the transformed phenotype
and to be associated with the typical clinical features of
HPV-induced cancers (HPV-driven carcinogenesis).

A plethora of methods are commercially available to
diagnose hr-HPV infection in biological samples, and much
more have been described in the scientific literature. Never-
theless, all the current options for detecting HPV infection in
HNSCC in clinical practice follow one of the following strat-
egies, or a combination of them:

• Detection of viral mRNA
• Detection of viral DNA with polymerase chain reac-

tion (PCR)
• Detection of viral DNA without PCR
• Detection of viral DNA with in situ hybridization (ISH)
• Detection of indirect markers of HPV-induced carcino-

genesis (eg, p16 protein, pRb, p53, cyclin D1)
• Detection of antibodies against HPV antigens in the

serum

HPV+ HNSCC development in humans appears to be
driven only by E6 and E7 oncogenes, because the expression
of the other oncogene, E5, is not detected in cancer cells. If
we stick to the current evidence, most of the HPV-related
HNSCCs have the E6 and E7 genes integrated in the genome
of the tumor cells. However, there is still discussion about
the real frequency of carcinogenesis driven only by episomal
viral DNA, as some authors observe that, unlike cervical
cancer, a significant proportion of HPV-related OPSCC may
contain extrachromosomal virus,17 and using tagging enrich-
ment and next-generation sequencing of HPV1618 virus inte-
gration is reported to be considerably less frequent in
OPSCC with HPV E6 mRNA expression than in cervical
cancer (51% vs 79%).

Less evidence supports a “hit and run” role for HPV infec-
tion in head and neck carcinogenesis, as in the current carcino-
genetic model, in which E6 and E7 proteins are fundamental
for the maintenance of the transformed phenotype.19–27 Thus,
for the diagnosis of HPV-related oropharyngeal SCC, the
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perfect tool should evaluate the expression of the E6 and E7
proteins, but in the absence of fully reliable immunohisto-
chemical probes for E6 and E7 proteins, methods detecting E6
and E7 mRNA in cancer cells are currently the gold standard
for diagnosing an HPV-related HNSCC. Unfortunately, this
approach carries several limitations related to the complexity
of the assays and the limited availability of adequate
samples.16,28–30

Nonquantitative methods detecting viral DNA via PCR
are usually considered quite sensitive but poorly
specific16,31–33 due to the risk of contamination (as HPVs
are quite common) and the amplification of biologically not
relevant HPV DNA fragments or incidental infections. These
rational concerns about PCR have often involved other HPV
DNA detecting methods, which instead have a better
specificity,16 and among these are methods that rely on viral
load quantification with real time-PCR13,29,30,34 or in vitro
DNA hybridization with signal amplification (hybrid cap-
ture).11,28,35 The latter approach is reported to perfectly cor-
relate with mRNA detection in fresh samples28 and is partly
validated in cytological samples,35 even if it may present
sensitivity issues when a small amount of poor quality DNA
is extracted from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE)
samples.11 Nevertheless, despite several limitations of DNA-
based methods, the original work by Gillison demonstrated
the clinical relevance of hr-HPV infection8 in oropharyngeal
carcinogenesis and its prognostic significance used a method
detecting DNA, and so did a recent paper by Stransky
et al.,13 giving precious and definite insights about the muta-
tional pattern of HPV-related OPSCC. Notably, none of
these authoritative papers, nor studies using E6/E7 mRNA
detection,8,13,28 found a prevalence of hr-HPV infection
higher than 5%-10% in head and neck sites outside the
oropharynx.

ISH-based assays have been and still are very popular in
the United States, as they are acknowledged by most authors
to be highly specific.13,16,30,36 However, they share, with
p16 and other immunohistochemistry (IHC) methods, the
requirement of an experienced histopathologist to correctly
interpret the results, and in many papers, their diagnostic
(particularly concerning sensitivity)29–31 and prognostic10,36

reliability is demonstrated to be limited or, in any case,
lower than immunohistochemistry for p16INK4A protein (p16
IHC) itself. The cost and complexity of the procedure are
also potential concerns.

p16 IHC has been used at least since 200337 and rapidly
became the most used method for the diagnosis of HPV
infection in HNSCCs. Despite its undeniable advantages,
such as its simplicity, low cost, and feasibility,38 p16 IHC,
which is proven to be a valid diagnostic method in uterine
cervix, is associated with many issues and pitfalls in the
head and neck, even for an experienced histopathologist.38

Despite these limitations, in particular its low specificity, the
expression of p16 is the criterion used for patient enrollment

in the original prospective trials of treatment deintensifica-
tion39,40 and is acknowledged as valid in assessing HPV-
related carcinogenesis in OPSCC by the same AJCC
classification.14

HPV-driven OPSCCs elicit a humoral response to early
virus proteins, especially E6, with HPV-16 E6 antibodies
being associated with a 132-fold increase in oropharyngeal
cancer risk.41 Conversely, HPV16 E6 seropositivity is pre-
sent only in 0.7% of the healthy controls.42 Interestingly,
antibodies to HPV16 E6 and other early proteins develop
more than 10 years before OPSCC diagnosis, indicating that
yet unrevealed HPV-specific precursor lesions may exist
many years prior to cancer.43 E6 seropositivity and/or sero-
positivity to more than two other early viral proteins is
shown to have a high diagnostic accuracy (98%) in detecting
HPV-driven OPSCC, as defined by CxCa-like viral RNA
pattern-positive status, and strongly predicts a better sur-
vival.44 These data, even if still probably insufficient for
supporting a routine clinical use of the HPV serology, look
promising for a future role in diagnosing HPV infection also
with a screening perspective.

3 | RATIONALE AND PITFALLS OF P16
IHC FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF HR-HPV
INFECTION IN HNSCC

3.1 | Cellular basis for p16IHC as a cellular marker of
transforming HPV infection in cancer

After the isolation of the first hr-HPV genotypes, that is,
HPV16 and HPV18, from cancer biopsies of the cervix and
cloning of their genome,45,46 the detection of E6 and E7
transcripts in cancer cell lines and cancer biopsies further
confirmed the etiological role of these viruses in cervical
carcinogenesis.47

Many of the molecular mechanisms of cervical HPV-
driven carcinogenesis are fully elucidated.48 Immediately
after infection, the expression of the early genes results in
the deregulation of pathways involved in crucial cellular
events, such as cell cycle, apoptosis, senescence, and
immune response. All these alterations of cellular pathways
create the ideal situation for the efficient completion of the
viral life cycle. As a side effect, persistent hr-HPV infections
induce the accumulation of DNA damage that cooperates
with viral oncoproteins in the malignant transformation of
the infected cells. Three proteins encoded by the early viral
genes E5, E6, and E7, whose primary role is probably to
maintain such functions in differentiating epithelial cells,
possess proliferation-stimulating activity. The most signifi-
cant role for malignant transformation is assigned to the E6
and E7 genes and their respective proteins. They are consis-
tently expressed in malignant tissues, and inhibiting their
expression blocks the malignant phenotype of cervical can-
cer cells. Several functions are described for E6 and E7.21–27
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Some of the prominent functions of the hr-E6 protein origi-
nate from its interaction with, followed by the degradation
of, p53, whereas a relevant carcinogenic function of hr-HPV
E7 is the binding and degradation of the product of the
retinoblastoma tumor suppressor gene (pRB) and related
proteins p107 and p130.49 One of the major functions of
pRB is to negatively regulate, via a direct association, the
activity of the transcriptional factors, E2F1-3, maintaining
the cell in a quiescent state during the G0/G1 phase of the
cell cycle. pRb inactivation by hr-HPV E7 leads to the con-
stitutive activation of E2F-regulated transcription and
unscheduled cellular proliferation. The loss of the control of
cellular proliferation promotes the accumulation of the cell
cycle inhibitor p16, which is used as a surrogate marker for
hr-HPV infection and to define the severity of cervical pre-
malignant lesions. The p16 accumulation can be explained
as a possible attempt of the hr-HPV-infected cells to counter-
act the impact of the viral oncoproteins in the regulation of
the cell cycle. However, recent studies also provided lines of
evidence that p16 accumulation in hr-HPV-infected cells is
necessary for cell viability, highlighting a pro-proliferation
function of p16 in a specific context.50,51

3.2 | Clinical framework for the use of P16 IHC in
cancers of the uterine cervix and of the oropharynx

P16, and recently Ki67, overexpression detection by IHC
was used and validated as a reliable method to diagnose or
predict HPV-driven progression and transformation in squa-
mous intraepithelial lesions of the uterine cervix.52 Because
there are no proven substantial differences in the carcino-
genic mechanisms in the head and neck, such an approach to
the diagnosis of HPV-induced carcinogenesis has spread
rapidly also in head and neck oncology, in which it has been
the most used diagnostic tool for hr-HPV infection in the last
decade. However, the clinical framework of HPV-induced
carcinogenesis in the two tumor sites is totally different
(Table 1).

• Prevalence of HPV-related carcinogenesis: Substantially,
all the SCCs of the uterine cervix are induced by HPV,53

whereas in head and neck HPV-induced carcinomas, it is
probably not more than 20% of the SCCs, and they are
located almost exclusively in the oropharynx (in which
they account for about half of the cases)8,13,28,54–56

• Role of HPV detection in prevention/early diagnosis: In
the uterine cervix, hr-HPV-infected squamous intraepithe-
lial lesions are clearly demonstrated and are often detected
before the development of invasive cancer. Therefore, in
the cervix, HPV detection is a precious epidemiologic
marker for the management of identifiable precancerous
lesions and the prevention of invasive carcinoma, whereas
p16 overexpression is a valid diagnostic marker for the
progression toward malignancy.52 Conversely, in the head
and neck, HPV-related precancerous lesions have not yet

been demonstrated, and the use of hr-HPV infection as an
epidemiologic marker is not justified by current evidence
nor does it provide any indication that a target lesion
would need to be treated with the intention of secondary
prevention of invasive cancer or be clinically and patho-
logically monitored. Because of such different roles, an
incorrect perception by patients, resulting from misleading
information from the Internet or the media, by general
practitioners as well as by some specialists, often leads
subjects affected by HPV-positive precancerous or frankly
neoplastic cervical or anal lesions, and their partners, to
the otolaryngologist, who can only suggest a periodical
examination (with palpation) of the oropharynx and a
biopsy of possible suspicious lesions. Random biopsies
with p16 IHC and/or the search for hr-HPV in cytologic
or histologic samples or in saliva seem to be promising
tools57,58 but still need to be validated on the clinical set-
ting, with particular attention to the site chosen for
sampling.

• Clinical use of p16 IHC: Given that virtually all cervical
carcinomas are HPV positive, p16 overexpression in the
cervix is used as a marker of carcinogenetic progression
more than that of HPV infection.52 In the head and neck,
the infection rate is much lower, and p16 overexpression
is used as a marker of HPV infection itself, even if theo-
retically it can clearly derive from many other carcino-
genic processes apart from HPV-induced ones.38 In fact,
outside the oropharynx, where the overall HPV infection
rate is probably lower than 5%, p16 IHC is demonstrated
to show very low or no correlation with HPV infection
itself. Therefore, its prognostic role, if any,59 has nothing
to do with HPV-driven carcinogenesis, and it is not
acceptable anymore as a diagnostic test for HPV infec-
tion outside the oropharynx.15,28,56,60 In past decades,
this inappropriate use of p16 staining as an HPV diag-
nostic tool probably led many studies to overestimate the
real clinical relevance of HPV infection in head and neck
cancers, especially outside the oropharynx.28,56 In the
oropharynx, p16 staining has a definite strong statistical
correlation with HPV infection and has some diagnostic
reliability,10,29 but it is still associated with a number of

TABLE 1 The clinical framework of HPV-induced carcinogenesis in
uterine cervix and in the head and neck

HPV in cervical SCC HPV in HNSCC

hr-HPV+
prevalence

95%-100% ~50% in oropharynx
(~15% overall)

Clinical role of
HPV

Epidemiologic marker Characterization
marker

Clinical utility
of p16 IHC

Diagnosis of HPV infection
and transformation

Prognosis

Abbreviations: HNSCC, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; HPV, human
papillomavirus; hr-HPV, high-risk human papillomavirus; p16 IHC, immunohis-
tochemistry for p16INK4A protein; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma.
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false-positive and false-negative cases.61 As previously
outlined,38 other aspects currently limiting its use as a
tool to diagnose HPV-associated carcinogenesis are the
subjective nature of the IHC evaluation, the variable
mechanisms of p16 expression in HNSCC, and the per-
sistent lack of standardized scoring and interpretive cri-
teria, such as the proposed H-score,29 which still awaits
extensive clinical validation.

It is of course clinically relevant to note what appears to
be an independent prognostic value of p16 IHC for OPSCC,
even in HPV-negative OPSCC. Similarly, it seems that some
samples that are HPV DNA+ but p16 negative have a poor
prognosis in comparison to HPV+ P16+ OPSCC. Such an
intricate relationship between p16 and HPV does not seem
to correlate with what we know for cervical cancers and
could be indeed related to the interference of tobacco-related
damage among OPSCC smokers. It may become a critical
issue under a clinical point of view and still deserves to be
thoroughly discussed in a separate work, as it appears
beyond the scope of the present article, which focuses on the
diagnosis of HPV infection.

4 | TOWARD THE STANDARDIZATION OF
THE DIAGNOSIS OF HR-HPV INFECTION IN
HNSCC

It should be stressed that we already have a gold standard
for the detection in the clinical practice of HPV infection in
OPSCC, which are the methods based on E6/E7 mRNA
detection.28–30 Many commercial kits, extensively validated
in gynecology and approved for the clinical use, are avail-
able, their cost is decreasing, and they should be considered
acceptable, because they are appropriately used for the
molecular characterization of human malignancies. Never-
theless, for these tests to be reliable, a tissue sample stored
in RNA later and possibly at −20�C is needed to warrant an
adequate preservation of mRNA. mRNA detection assays on
FFPE samples from HNSCC are described,62,63 and,
recently, an RNAscope ISH test, which is an ISH assay that
detects hr-HPV oncogene mRNA on FFPE material, was
described,64 but extensive validation is still lacking. There-
fore, in order to obtain accurate data about HPV-driven car-
cinogenesis in OPSCC, the clinician should ideally have a
tube with RNA later available when performing the biopsy
for the histological diagnosis of an OPSCC, in which part of
the sample would be immediately stored. This would require
a change in the clinicians' attitude in order to make it the
only standard for HPV detection in OPSCCS. Furthermore,
mRNA extraction and amplification is currently not widely
feasible in clinical facilities in which OPSCC is routinely
diagnosed. Therefore, the samples available for HPV testing,
also in referral centers, in which it is not often considered,
justify performing another biopsy to obtain a fresh sample,

which are most often FFPE specimens. In this situation, a
standard for HPV detection is still lacking.

4.1 | Diagnosing HPV infection in FFPE samples of
OPSCC

p16 IHC, all the assays described above (with the exception
of RNAscope), and those currently used for diagnosing
HPV-driven carcinogenesis among OPSCC were first
designed and validated for a totally different clinical setting,
which is dysplasia and carcinoma of the uterine cervix. This
is probably the reason why none of these assays are fully sat-
isfying in head and neck oncology, leading some authors to
conclude that none of these used singly is specific enough
for routine clinical use on FFPE samples of OPSCCs.15,30

According to what was described and stated above, even
if it is the most used method, accepted also by AJCC, for
diagnosing HPV-related carcinogenesis in OPSCCs, p16
IHC, at least alone, presents some relevant issues when it
comes to guiding treatment deintensification:

• False positive cases are present in every series10,11,30,38

and do not presumably imply a better prognosis, and
thus if the treatment is deintensified, survival is
impaired. The false positive cases can be estimated to be
between 5% and 15% of HPV-negative cases10,28 and
therefore to be higher in areas in which HPV prevalence
in OPSCC is lower. When compared with ISH, p16 IHC
alone may warrant a better prognostic prediction,10,36

but recent studies show that it is definitely lower than
what is obtained with DNA detection alone.11,65 In any
case, when the aim is to diagnose HPV infection in order
to be allowed to deintensify the treatment, the specificity
is obviously more desirable than the sensibility, or in
other words, an overtreatment of an HPV-induced cancer
is always more desirable than an undertreatment and a
failure of an HPV-unrelated one (diagnosed as HPV pos-
itive by an inadequate, specific tool).

• The known advantages of the simplicity, low cost, and
feasibility of p16 IHC have lost much of their attractive-
ness, as other methods based on nucleic acid detection,
in particular DNA, have been developed for the manage-
ment of cervical precancerous conditions, which are
quite routine and low cost as well without being biased
by the subjective reading of the histopathologist.

• Because p16 IHC has no value as a diagnostic assay out-
side the oropharynx and, in locally advanced lesions, the
definition of the primary site may not be straightforward,
the risk of incorrectly classifying as HPV-related hypo-
pharyngeal and especially oral primaries by p16 IHC
needs to be taken into account.

Nonquantitative diagnostic methods, including a DNA
amplification phase, share with p16 IHC the concerns about
specificity.
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Therefore, in the search for a consensus, which should
be reached by an inclusive expert panel, possibly also
through the implementation of further clinical studies, three
main strategies, based on the currently available options,
appear at present to have the greatest strength as a potential
standard for guiding treatment deintensification in HPV-
driven carcinogenesis in OPSCC FFPE samples:

• A sequential strategy, including two highly sensitive
methods as those already partially validated by Dutch31,32,66

and English30 groups. These authors propose an upfront
P16 immunostaining, and when positive staining is
observed, a PCR with virus-specific primers on DNA
extracted from FFPE samples is used for confirmation.
The Dutch authors report that the sensitivity and speci-
ficity of such approach can be as high as 100%. Still,
this two-step procedure is definitely time consuming,
may determine delays in the completion of the diagnos-
tic workup in the daily clinical practice, and is more
expensive than a single-step tool.

• The original approach, which definitely unveiled the
HPV-driven carcinogenesis in the oropharynx, is based
on DNA detection.8 Lately, also because of the rational
concerns about specificity, the quantification of HPV-
DNA through real-time PCR has gained momen-
tum13,29,34 as well as in vitro DNA hybridization.11,28,35

Such DNA-based techniques may be able to predict
prognosis and relapse better than p16 IHC alone,11,36 to
correctly stratify cancers under a molecular point of
view13 and to warrant an adequate specificity. Real-time
PCR assays have the great potential of adjusting the sen-
sitivity and specificity by modifying the threshold for
positivity, adapting it to different clinical settings and
samples, but still need extensive validation in the
OPSCC setting and standardization.

The picture described so far may change with the conclu-
sive validation of new tests such as the RNAscope ISH test
as a stand-alone assay. In comparison with the previously
discussed assays, RNAscope is the first test that has not been
transferred from cervical oncology to OPSCC. In fact, since
its initial development, it has appeared as a promising tool to
overcome several limitations of routine HPV testing
methods in head and neck oncology, whereas its application
in cervical cancer is very limited. Recent studies show that
the performance of RNAscope is comparable with that of the
validated sequential strategies64,67 and highlight its signifi-
cant advantages, including direct visualization on FFPE tis-
sue samples, the minimal risk of contamination, and the fact
that clinically relevant correlations are obtained with a single
test. From a pathologist's point of view, the main issues still
limiting the widespread application of the RNAscope test are
the cost, the high technical requirements of the manual

procedure associated with the risk of false-negative and
false-positive results, and the limited automation.
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